
Access to GeneSight impacts prescribing decisions. In a large randomized con-
trolled trial, when clinicians did NOT have access to GeneSight test results, their 
patients were approximately two times more likely to be prescribed medications with 
significant GDIs compared to when clinicians had access to GeneSight.6

GeneSight helped improve outcomes in multiple clinical studies. Level 1 evidence 
demonstrated 49% relative improvement in pooled remission rates for patients who 
received GeneSight compared to treatment as usual (TAU).7

GeneSight is a cost-effective tool in the treatment of MDD. Testing saved more than 
$3,400 per patient annually, not including test cost.8

Executive Summary 

Major Depressive Disorder (MDD) is the leading cause of disability in the U.S. for ages 15 to 44.1 

A recent national survey of more than 36,000 adults found the 12-month and lifetime prevalence 
of MDD to be 10.4% and 20.6%, respectively.2 In addition to impacting the quality of life of millions 
of Americans, the total economic burden of MDD is estimated to be greater than $210 billion 
annually, with up to 47% attributable to direct medical costs.3

Medications serve as the primary course of care for MDD, yet according to a large study, only 
about 37% of all depressed patients achieved remission with their first prescription, and with 
each additional medication trial, the chance of remission decreased, and treatment intolerance 
increased.4 Inefficient and frustrating, this trial-and-error process can prolong patient suffering 
through multiple medication trials while increasing depression-related medical expenditures and 
pharmaceutical costs with each treatment attempt. In fact, healthcare spending for patients with 
MDD is more than double than for those without MDD.5

The GeneSight® Psychotropic test from Myriad Genetics identifies gene-drug interactions (GDIs) 
for certain psychiatric medications. Results can help inform clinicians on which medications may 
require dose adjustments, may be less likely to work, or may have an increased risk of side effects 
based on each patient’s genetic makeup.



Test Description
GeneSight is a pharmacogenomic (PGx) test that analyzes clinically relevant genetic variations that may 
affect the way a patient metabolizes or responds to certain psychiatric medications, and these results 
remain unchanged throughout a patient’s lifetime. Myriad Genetics’ proprietary algorithm analyzes 14 
different genes, weighing multiple genomic variants in combination to provide comprehensive information 
about how an individual’s genetic variation may impact their outcomes with 64 different psychotropic 
medications. Medications are then placed into one of three color-coded categories: Use as Directed 
(green), Moderate GDI (yellow), or Significant GDI (red). The report can inform clinical prescribing by 
revealing which medications may be less likely to work, may have an increased risk of side effects, or may 
require dose adjustments based on a patient’s genetic makeup.

Intended Use Population
GeneSight is intended to support medication selection for patients with MDD who have experienced an 
inadequate response to medication previously.

Analytical Validity
GeneSight has robust analytical performance across all tested genes, demonstrating high rates of 
accuracy, repeatability, and reproducibility across multiple platforms. Overall, the accuracy of genotype 
results produced by this combinatorial PGx test was 99.8%.9 Further, the GeneSight laboratory confirms 
the initial and continued accuracy of its test through three processes: initial assay validation, semi-annual 
external and internal proficiency testing, and New York State Department of Health test approval.

Clinical Validity
The clinical validity of GeneSight has been established through research which measured its ability to predict 
both medication blood levels and patient outcomes. One study analyzed patients from the GUIDED (Genomics 
Used to Improve DEpression Decisions) randomized controlled trial and demonstrated that the combinatorial 
approach used by GeneSight was better at predicting citalopram and escitalopram blood concentrations 
when compared to CYP2C19 single-gene testing.10 Another study also analyzed patients from GUIDED and 
demonstrated that the combinatorial approach used by GeneSight was a better predictor of sertraline blood 
levels than CYP2C19 single-gene testing.11 Both studies included an evaluation of individual gene phenotype 
calls as made by the testing laboratory and by Clinical Pharmacogenetics Implementations Consortium (CPIC) 
recommendations, as well as the combined phenotype from the combinatorial PGx test.10,11

An additional publication evaluated GeneSight and CPIC’s ability to predict medication blood levels and 
patient outcomes. This study analyzed patients from GUIDED taking any medication included on GeneSight 
and a subset of patients taking a medication with single-gene CPIC guidelines.

Although both the combinatorial approach used by GeneSight and single-gene guidelines predicted medication 
blood levels, the predictive ability of GeneSight was significantly better. In predicting outcomes, only GeneSight, 
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not single-gene analysis, was able to predict symptom improvement, response, and remission.12 Overall, this 
study demonstrated that GeneSight is a significant predictor of patient outcomes. Patients who were changed 
from incongruent to congruent medications as predicted by GeneSight experienced the largest improvement 
in response, remission, and symptoms. Conversely, there was no evidence for correlation between patient 
outcomes and congruence with CPIC guidelines. This was true for patients taking a medication with single-
gene CPIC guidelines (Fig 1) as well as for patients taking any medication included on GeneSight.12

Fig 1. Correlation between remission rate and medication congruence 

An analysis of patients who entered the GUIDED study on incongruent medications similarly demonstrated 
that the greatest utility of GeneSight may be in this patient population, i.e., those taking medications with 
a significant GDI. Among patients who entered the study on incongruent medications, those who were 
switched to a congruent medication by week 8 demonstrated a 153% relative improvement in remission 
compared to those who remained on an incongruent medication as identified by GeneSight (21.5% versus 
8.5%, p=0.007).13

Clinical Utility
The clinical utility of GeneSight has been established through extensive research, as shown in 11 
publications,6,7,13-21 which include Level 1 evidence in the form of a meta-analysis7 and outcomes from an 
independently sponsored RCT.6 Data support that access to GeneSight can inform clinician decision-making 
and help improve patient outcomes, notably a significant increase in remission,6,7,13,15,19-21 which is considered 
the optimal treatment goal in MDD.22,23  
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Note: Not all patients who receive the GeneSight test will experience remission, response, or symptom improvement.
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Level 1 evidence: Relative improvement in patient outcomes compared to TAU

A post-hoc analysis of the GUIDED study focused on patients who were taking medications subject to GDIs at 
baseline as predicted by GeneSight, and had their medications switched. When clinicians had the GeneSight 
test results available, there was a 74% relative decrease in use of drugs with significant GDIs. When this 
population was assessed, all outcomes were significantly improved in the GeneSight arm compared to TAU.19

A meta-analysis evaluated outcomes among patients whose medication selection could be informed by 
GeneSight compared to TAU. The analysis included over 1,500 patients with MDD from four prospective, 
controlled trials, who had at least one prior medication failure.13-16 The GeneSight arm realized statistically 
significant improvement in all patient outcomes evaluated (remission, response, symptom improvement) 
compared to TAU (Fig 2).7

Fig 2. GeneSight arm realized significant improvement in all outcomes

Representing the largest randomized controlled trial of PGx testing in mental health, the U.S. Department 
of Veterans Affairs-sponsored PRIME Care Clinical Trial measured the impact GeneSight test results had 
on medication selection and outcomes among 1,944 veterans at 22 locations throughout the U.S. Eligible 
participants had MDD and planned to initiate or switch treatment with a single antidepressant. The study 
included patients with posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD) and treatment refractory depression (TRD), 
with overall rates of 58% and 30%, respectively – comorbid conditions that can make achieving depression 
remission more difficult.   

Study results, published in the Journal of the American Medical Association (JAMA), demonstrated 
statistical significance for co-primary endpoints. One evaluated the use of medications with predicted GDIs 
written within 30 days of randomization into either a GeneSight arm or a TAU arm: When clinicians did 
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NOT have access to GeneSight test results, their patients were more likely to be prescribed medications 
with moderate or significant GDIs. Notably, these patients were approximately two times more likely to be 
prescribed medications with significant GDIs compared to when clinicians had access to GeneSight. The 
other co-primary endpoint measured remission rates across 24 weeks: Medication selection that could 
be informed by GeneSight resulted in a 28% greater likelihood of patients achieving remission compared 
to TAU. Findings show the considerable influence testing can have on clinician prescribing decisions and 
consequent patient outcomes.6

Medicare Coverage
GeneSight is currently covered by Medicare under LCD L38394 and LCA A58324 and was found to meet 
the clinical utility requirement as a reasonable and necessary Medicare benefit. 

Health economics
A key cost driver in mental illness treatment is patients’ failure to respond to prescribed treatments. In 
fact, healthcare spending in patients with MDD is more than 2 times higher ($10,673 vs $4,283) than 
those without the condition.5 A retrospective case-control analysis conducted with Optum Health compared 
medical and pharmacy claims from members with psychiatric disorders (n=683) who received GeneSight 
versus controls receiving TAU. Over an episode-of-care period of 24 months, the GeneSight cohort with 
depression (n=323) saved $2,203 in medical costs and $1,228 in pharmacy costs for total potential 
savings per patient of more than $3,400 annually, not including cost of testing.7 

Conclusion
GeneSight is a PGx tool that can inform prescribing and help improve outcomes in MDD. In a published 
comparison to CPIC single-gene guidelines, only the combinatorial approach used by GeneSight was able 
to predict symptom improvement, response, and remission.11 The clinical utility of GeneSight has been 
established through extensive research demonstrating improvement in remission rates when clinicians 
had access to test results.6,7,13,15,19-21 Health economic data highlights cost savings in the GeneSight-tested 
cohort compared to TAU.8 GeneSight may help patients, providers, and payers avoid a lengthy, frustrating, 
and expensive trial-and-error process.
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